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ABSTRACT 
 
In this work we present the behavior of new and existing Signal Quality Monitoring (SQM) metrics under the influence of 
signal generator spoofing. Signal generator spoofing is the generation and emission of artificial authentic GNSS-signals, which 
tries to imitate the real satellite signals as good as possible to induce a wrong time and/or position output. The artificial signals 
must have a higher amplitude at the target position than the authentic signals to be tracked from the receiver. One at our institute 
investigated field of application, is GNSS based mobile networks, which are vulnerable to spoofing [1]. 
SQM metrics generally investigate the shape change of the correlation function (CF), which can occur due to multipath, 
spoofing or satellite payload hardware errors. We investigated synchronized attacks with the purchasable LOKI- Jamming and 
Spoofing generator from IGASPIN GmbH [2] and with MATLAB based simulations. Synchronized means that the spoofing 
signal synchronizes the code phase, the Doppler and the navigation data to the real satellite signal, fitting the incoming authentic 



signal at the target receiver location. The location of the target has to be estimated as good as possible to get the best results. 
Since synchronized attacks nowadays cannot be detected or mitigated by typical COTS (commercial of the shelf) receivers and 
many but not all receivers also acquire and track unsynchronized spoofing signals, spoofing protection in the receiver is needed. 
One way is to look for anti-spoofing-parameters in the receiver, including SQM-methods. The LOKI-Spoofer is able to perform 
a synchronized spoofing attack to real satellite signals and by now Galileo E1B/C and GPS L1 C/A signals can be spoofed. 
We implemented a new metric for spoofing detection for Galileo E1B and GPS L1 C/A signals in our software receiver 
MuSNAT [3], which we call Threshold Fluctuation Metric (TFM). It is a slight modification of the fluctuation metric in [4]. 
We compared the results of the proposed metric with the results for the well-known metrics Single Sided Ratio metric, the 
Double-Delta metric and the Delta metric and tested the metrics against the signal generator attacks and MATLAB based 
simulated spoofing attacks. Furthermore, the paper presents also a fully synchronized position spoofing attack with three well 
known receiver. 
 
For the simulations the TFM showed better results when the C/N0 was changing significantly. In this case the Double-Delta, 
the Single Sided Ratio and the Delta metric gave false alarms. Also during the spoofing attack, the new metric showed a more 
continuous detection rate and can therefore be considered as more reliable and stable. For a certain speed range with low speeds 
and a not too high spoofer gain the TFM could also detect the movement of the spoofer without a start delay to the target. We 
therefore recommend to use the TFM instead of the other investigated metrics. 
The LOKI spoofer experiments were made over cable. Since the delay can only be set in 100 ns steps, we could not test a 
perfect alignment of the code phase from the spoofer signal to the authentic signal. The smallest achievable code delay was 
about 15 m, where the TFM and the Single Sided Ratio metric could detect the attack in contrary to the Delta and Double-Delta 
metric. The position could be successfully shifted away for all investigated receivers (Septentrio PolaRx5TR, U-Blox M8T and 
IFEN SX3). Even with RAIM (Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring) mode on, the Septentrio PolaRx5TR receiver could 
be spoofed. The anti-spoofing flag of the U-Blox M8T did not detect the spoofing attack. 
In order to distinguish a spoofing attack from normal multipath for the TFM we analyzed the results of many satellites, since 
multipath in contrast to spoofing transmission from one spot generally does not affect all satellites in the same way. This paper 
also shows how multipath affects the TFM on real signals captured with a roof antenna. The TFM can also be used for multipath 
detection. At the beginning of the LOKI spoofing attack, the TFM of all satellites were affected at the same time, which lead 
to a spoofing alert in our receiver. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
GNSS signals are vulnerable to spoofing and jamming due to the low signal power. Spoofing is the intended manipulation of 
the position and time result of a GNSS receiver. A recent successful spoofing of ships could be achieved in [5]. Different types 
of spoofing attacks exist, ranging from simple to highly sophisticated.  
The simplest is the record and replay attack, where a signal is recorded with a software radio and later emitted with the same 
device. There are still lots of receivers which have no methods implemented to defend such simple attacks [1]. Another simple 
approach is the unsynchronized signal generator attack. It uses artificially generated signals, which try to imitate the real signal, 
but which typically do not transmit an authentically predicted navigation message or which do not achieve code 
synchronization. 
More sophisticated is the meaconing attack, where the GNSS signal is captured with an antenna, amplified and retransmitted 
with another antenna. This induces a small delay and therefore a change in the position and time. Also encrypted signals can 
be spoofed with this sort of attack, because the encryption code does not need to be known when just performing a re-
transmission. 
More sophisticated are time synchronized signal generator attacks, which also shall be investigated in this paper. The artificially 
generated signals are generated in the way, that the target receiver gets the spoofing signal with the same navigation message, 
synchronized code phase and in the best case the same Doppler than the authentic signals. If the navigation message is predicted, 
the spoofer has to get the navigation message from the GNSS signals directly (as in our case), or from the internet. The only 
disadvantage is, that all spoofing signals come from one spot, which can be potentially detected with a multi-antenna array [6], 
[7], or with a spatially moved antenna and known trajectory [35]. Both methods are however expensive and complex in terms 
of setup. 
The most sophisticated attack uses more than one emitter, one emitter per fake satellite. Therefore the spoofing signal does not 
come from one spot.  



The clock error spoofing is a more unknown approach, which only tries to irritate the time of the target receiver. This was 
investigated and successfully performed at our institute to manipulate the 10 MHz output of a GNSS timing receiver.  
The spoofing detection is a wide field, several approaches have been done in the past. Beside a multi-antenna array and 
encrypted signals, there is the possibility of using additional sensors like gyroscopes or acceleration sensors. A table of spoofing 
methods and countermeasures are given in [1]. Countermeasures with general receiver software methods are shown in [8], [9], 
[10], [11], [12], [13] and [14]. For example, a software approach using anomalies in the C/N0 is proposed in [15] or, using the 
acquisition stage against spoofing in [16]. The influence on the receiver tracking loops during a spoofing attack is investigated 
in [17] and a characterization of the receiver response to spoofing is given in [18].  
Originally, Signal Quality Monitoring (SQM) methods, which investigate correlator function values, were proposed to detect 
multipath ( [19], [20] and [21]) or satellite hardware failures (so called Evil Waveforms) [22]. In the last years SQM methods 
were more and more investigated and proposed as anti-spoofing methods, since also in this case the shape of the correlation 
function changes due to the overlay of the spoofing signal to the authentic signal. SQM papers against spoofing can be found 
in [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29] and [30]. In [31] the performance of SQM metrics against spoofing is investigated and 
in [32] the Single Sided Ratio metric is considered against spoofing, which is also investigated in this paper beside other 
metrics. Distinguishing multipath from spoofing is also important for a working anti-spoofing software, this was for example 
investigated in [19] and [20]. A paper about spoofing in general can be found in [33].  
A SQM-metric is in general a mathematical operation on correlation values, which should give a different result when 
multipath, spoofing or Evil Waveforms occur. We implemented the Single Sided Ratio metric, the Double-Delta metric, the 
Delta metric and a new metric, which we call TFM, in our own software receiver MuSNAT [3]. In this paper we compared 
those 4 metrics in terms of detection rate and false alarm rate. To generate spoofing signals we used the simulation tool YASST 
(Yet Another Signal Simulation Tool) and the purchasable LOKI-Spoofer from IGASPIN GmbH [2]. YASST was developed 
at our institute and is a MATLAB/CUDA based GNSS signal simulation tool. In this work we developed a spoofing module 
for YASST, which can generate single satellite signals for authentic and spoofing signals for GPS L1 C/A and Galileo E1 B/C. 
With YASST we investigated unsynchronized signal generator attacks and further details are summarized in Chapter II.5. With 
the LOKI-Spoofer we investigated time-synchronized signal generator attacks with over the cable transmission. Over the air 
transmission is also planned for the future. 
In [4] we developed the fluctuation metric, which is the standard deviation of the multicorrelator values over a time period of 
15 s (so called moving standard deviation), each correlator value normalized with the prompt correlator value. The values were 
compared with theory values, which represent the theoretical noise-only-results of the metric values without the influence of 
multipath or spoofing. The higher the difference between theoretical noise only and measured metric values, the more the 
influence of multipath or spoofing. This time we did not implement the theory comparison, but simply the noise only thresholds, 
which we determined with YASST simulations.  
 Reference [23] also investigates fluctuations of the CF for spoofing detection with a moving variance, but without comparing 
to theoretical values or simulated noise only values. In this paper we show, that the use of the moving variance or standard 
deviation without comparison to noise-only simulated values or noise-only theoretical values leads to frequent false alarms, 
when the C/N0 changes significantly and abrupt. The C/N0 can change due to signal blockage, for example when the signal 
path gets interrupted by a tree, or due to multipath itself. Also unintentional interference or intentional jamming could 
deteriorate the C/N0 values. Therefore, we show that our metric with the comparison to the noise only values is a big 
improvement in terms of the false alarm rate. In terms of metrics, which only takes a single metric value and not values over a 
time period like the standard deviation, we show, that these metrics are in general too noisy, which comes from the noise itself 
but also due to the often changing relative phase of the spoofing signal to the authentic signal in the signal overlap time. This 
phase change occurs due to the different Doppler values, which is generally the case for this sort of spoofing attack. Single 
metric values are for example the Delta, the Double-Delta and the Single Sided Ratio metric, which we further explain in II.2. 
The authors in [23] also came to the conclusion that single metric values are not very effective to detect spoofing because of 
the noisy behavior. If the values are smoothed, the noise disappears, but then the spoofing signal would also be smoothed, 
which can lead to high misdetection rates.  
To distinguish multipath from spoofing, we compare the results of all tracked GPS L1 C/A and Galileo E1B/C signals. It is 
unlikely, that multipath occurs at the same time for all satellites due to the different angles of the line of sight of user to satellite. 
In general only a few satellites show multipath at the same time, but a spoofer, which sends his signal from one spot with one 
antenna, changes the correlation signal for all satellites at the same time. This is exploited in the software. Satellite payload 
errors in many satellites at the same time is also unlikely, even for one satellite it is unlikely. Therefore this can also be excluded 
by considering many satellites. 
One other advantage of our proposed metric is the multicorrelator usage. In the past, only a few correlators were used, but we 
implemented the fluctuation metric with the use of 37 correlator values in the whole correlation function area. This means, that 
also fluctuations at the edge of the correlation function will be considered, which leads to a higher detection probability of 



spoofing with higher start delays between the spoofer and the target receiver. The software could also be upgraded for other 
GNSS signals. 
 
 

II. THEORY, METHODS AND MEASUREMENTS 
 

II.1 Signal model and window of overlap 
 
A spoofing attack can be generally explained in the correlation process in the receiver. When the spoofer signal has a higher 
signal amplitude than the authentic signal, the receiver switches to the correlation peak of the spoofer. In the transition time 
between the lock of the authentic and the lock of the spoofing signal, the correlation function gets distorted and fluctuations 
occur (Figure 1). But also when the spoofing signal is tracked, fluctuations occur due to a different Doppler or code phase 
offset from spoofing and authentic signal. This is also the case for a high sophisticated spoofer, when he tries to shift the 
position and time away from the authentic position and time.  Then the spoofer uses a certain Doppler to achieve that. Therefore 
we think, that fluctuations occur in the most cases, even for the highest sophistication of spoofing, because the position/time 
always have to be shifted away. If the gain of the spoofer is very high, these fluctuation effects are reduced or cannot be seen 
at all, because the spoofing signals becomes dominant. But high gains we saw often lead to tracking interruption, which is also 
noticeable for a static open sky antenna. In [3] we showed, that the fluctuation metric detects the shifting attempt of the spoofer. 
During the shifting process, the correlation peaks from authentic and spoofing signal move apart more and more till the 
overlapping process stops when both correlation functions are completely separated. After this point, none of the investigated 
metrics can detect the attack, because the fluctuations only occur due to the overlap. This time window of overlap is in general 
used in the SQM-metrics. The time window depends on how fast the spoofer shifts the correlation function. We found out that 
a very slow shifting (<0.01 m/s) is in general harder to detect, because the fluctuations due to the Doppler difference lead to 
less fluctuations in this case. 
 

 
  

 
To express the spoofing process in the overlap window in formulas, we first declare the whole CF R(𝜏) in (1 (𝜏 is the code 
phase), which is the addition of the authentic CF Ra(𝜏) and the spoofer CF Rs(𝑡, 𝜏), which is time dependent, because the spoofer  
will try to shift the peak after the successful tracking of the spoofing signal. The noise 𝑛(𝑡, 𝜏) is also time dependent, since the 
CF of the authentic signal contributes to the noise floor itself after the tracking of the spoofing signal and the spoofer generally 
also have a different C/N0. Therefore the C/N0 normally changes after the start of the attack. 
 

𝑅(𝜏) = 𝑅𝑎(𝜏) + 𝑅𝑠(𝑡, 𝜏) + 𝑛(𝑡, 𝜏) 
 

(1) 

The CF of the spoofer is given in (2: 
 

𝑅𝑠(𝑡, 𝜏) = 𝛼𝑠(𝑡)𝑅𝑎(𝜏 − 𝜏𝑠(𝑡))𝑒𝑖⋅𝜑𝑠(𝑡) 
 

(2) 

𝜏 − 𝜏𝑠(𝑡) is the time dependent code phase difference from the spoofer to the authentic signal. For example the spoofer could 
have a start delay of several meters and shifts the code phase with 1 m/s away from the target. A start delay of 0 m is difficult 

Figure 1: Correlation function of a Galileo E1B signal during the beginning 
of a spoofing attack, taken with IFEN SX3 software receiver 



to achieve, because the exact target coordinate has to be known. But even then due to the standard deviation of GNSS code 
measurements, which is on the meter level, a start delay on the meter level is common. However with simulations a start delay 
of 0 m is possible. φs (t) describes the relative phase from the spoofer to the authentic signal, which is time dependent, when a 
position/time shifting is made. 𝛼𝑠(𝑡) is the amplitude of the spoofer, which is time dependent, when for example the power is 
increased slowly. This we have investigated in [3] and is more difficult to detect, because parameters like the C/N0 and the 
power don’t show jumps anymore. Also in some cases the parameter code minus carrier (CMC) does not show a jump behavior. 
 

II.2 Single Sided Ratio Metric, Delta Metric and Double-Delta Metric 
 
In this subchapter we introduce the 3 older well-known metrics, the Single Sided Ratio Metric, the Delta Metric and the Double-
Delta Metric, which we used with our multicorrelator setup. They are most often used in the literature, for example [21], [34] 
and [32] investigated the Single Sided Ratio Metric. This metric (also known as asymmetric ratio or just ratio test) is usually 
defined as the late correlator value divided by the prompt correlator value, (3 represents the metric, 𝑥 is the code phase, which 
is different for every correlator. In our case, since we used 37 correlators, we tried all kind of multi correlator values for x, but 
in the literature normally only the late correlator (for example often 0.2 chip, narrow correlator) was used. The reason for 
considering this ratio metric is that the late side of the correlation curve is usually more distorted by multipath or spoofing.  
 
Single Sided Ratio Metric: 
 

𝑆𝑅 =  
𝐶𝑥

𝐶0
 

 

(3) 

 The Delta Metric is given in (4 and is also called symmetric ratio test. In the literature x and –x are most often the late and 
early correlators, we investigated all kind of multicorrelator values for x. This metric shall detect asymmetries between the left 
and right side of the CF, which occur during multipath and spoofing. Also like in all common metrics, the normalization by the 
prompt correlator is done to exclude effects of a changing total height of the whole CF. The reason for the height changes are 
for example noise, multipath itself or ionospheric scintillations. Without the normalization the metrics would be falsified and 
no useful results would be possible. 
 
Delta Metric: 
 

𝐷 =  
𝐶−𝑥 −𝐶+𝑥

𝐶0
        

  

(4) 

The Double-Delta metric is defined in the literature as the difference between 2 late-early correlator pairs, normalized by the 
prompt correlator. We also used here all our multicorrelator values for x and y but always with the condition x > y 
Double-Delta Metric: 
 

𝐷𝐷 =  
(𝐶−𝑥 −𝐶+𝑥)−(𝐶−𝑦−𝐶+𝑦)

𝐶0
               𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠:  𝑥 > 𝑦 

 

(5) 

The authors in [13] and [18] investigated the nominal statistics of the aforementioned metrics for BPSK(1) and BOC(1,1) 
signals [Table 1] . BPSK means Binary Phase Shift Keying, BOC Binary Offset Carrier. In Table 1 the correlators with 0.5 
chip width and 0.1 chip width were used. The variance is dependent of the inverse of the integration time T and the C/N0 for 
both modulations. BPSK(1) is used for GPS L1 C/A signals and BOC(1,1) can be used as an approximation for the CBOC 
signal, used in the Galileo E1B signals. This illustrates the aforementioned drawback of these metrics, the dependence on the 
C/N0, which can change during measurements. 
 
Table 1: Nominal mean and variance for specific early late correlator values for the in the paper used metrics Single Sided Ratio, Delta 
and Double-Delta [13], [18] 

SQM metric Definition Nominal 
mean BPSK 

Nominal 
variance BPSK 

Nominal mean 
BOC(1,1) 

Nominal variance 
BOC(1,1) 



Single Sided 
Ratio 
 

𝐶+𝑜.5

𝐶0

 

 

0.5 0.75

2𝑇𝐶/𝑁0

 
-0.5 0.75

2𝑇𝐶/𝑁0

 

Delta 
 

𝐶−0.5  − 𝐶+0.5

𝐶0

 

 

0 2

2𝑇𝐶/𝑁0

 
0 2

2𝑇𝐶/𝑁0

 

Double-Delta 
 

(𝐶−0.5  − 𝐶+0.5) − (𝐶−0.1 − 𝐶+0.1)

𝐶0

 

 

0 1.6

2𝑇𝐶/𝑁0

 
0 2.4

2𝑇𝐶/𝑁0

 

 
In order to cancel out the C/N0 dependence we developed the fluctuation metric, which we describe in the next subchapter. 
 
 
 
       II.3 Threshold Fluctuation Metric TFM 
 
The Threshold Fluctuation Metric TFM at a specific time is the mean over all 37 standard deviation values of the with the 
prompt correlator value normalized correlator values over a batch of 15 seconds. The number 37 comes from the amount of 
correlators which were used here. The metric therefore describes the fluctuations from all 37 correlators. The correlators were 
spread over the whole chip distance with equal spacing (Table 2). In general it is possible to increase the number of correlator 
values up to 201 in our software receiver, but then the sampling rate has to be changed from 20 to 100 MHz. At this point we 
have not investigated, if the results in terms of spoofing detection get better with 201 correlators. This might be a future task. 
It is also unclear, if the calculation time will be much worse in this case. 
 
Table 2: Correlator positions, given in distance to prompt correlator in [chip]. In total 37 correlators were used. 

0.0 +/- 
0.05115 

+/- 
0.10230 

+/- 
0.15345 

+/- 
0.20460 

+/- 
0.25575 

+/- 
0.30690 

+/- 
0.35804 

+/- 
0.40920 

+/- 
0.46034 

+/- 
0.51149 

+/- 
0.56264 

+/- 
0.61379 

+/- 
0.66494 

+/- 
0.71609 

+/- 
0.76724 

+/- 
0.81838 

+/- 
0.86953 

+/- 
0.92068 

 
The integration time can be set in our software receiver, we choose 64 ms for GPS L1 C/A and 132 ms for Galileo E1B (no 
specific reason). This time span is used every second to generate correlation values, therefore for GPS L1 C/A around 935 ms 
and for Galileo E1B around 869 ms are not used in a 1 second time interval. This was implemented to fit our RINEX format, 
but could be theoretically changed to a continuous value output. 
 
The metric TFM for a specific time t is given by: 
 

𝑇𝐹𝑀𝑡 =  𝑀𝑆 − 𝑁𝑇 =  
∑ 𝑠𝑡𝑑 𝑅𝑀𝑥,𝑡

37
𝑥=1

37
 - NT 

(6) 

𝑁𝑇 = 𝑁𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑦 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑, 𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑌𝐴𝑆𝑆𝑇 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 
𝑀𝑆 = 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠 
 
 

 

x is the correlator position. The sum is built over all standard deviations of ratio metrics RM from each correlator position and 
then it is divided by the amount of correlators 37 to get the mean standard deviation of the RM’s over all correlators. This value 
is compared with the noise only threshold, built by our MATLAB based simulation tool YASST. YASST therefore generates 
GPS L1 C/A and Galileo E1B/C signals (CBOC, Composite Binary Offset Carrier) without multipath (noise only), which are 
read in and processed by the MuSNAT, which gives out the noise only influenced values of MS to cancel out any C/N0 based 
effects in the metric. The threshold is built for each C/N0 value from 35 to 55 dBHz in 3 dB steps, where the threshold is the 
value which is not exceeded in a one hour signal duration plus a slight self-chosen buffer of 0.05. Since only signals with a 
C/N0 in 3 dB steps are made, an interpolation of the results is made in the end to get the threshold for each C/N0 value in a 
mathematical fit equation (Figure 2). The values from the equations in Figure 2 were taken for the noise only threshold values 
NT. The used signal bandwidth of the YASST signal was 20 MHz and the IF was 2.5 MHz.  
 



  
Figure 2: On the left the fit curve and fit equation for the noise only threshold (NT) in dependence of the C/N0 for the Galileo E1B CBOC 

YASST simulated signals. On the right for the GPS L1 C/A YASST simulated signals. 

The standard deviation for a single correlator position x is given by (7, where the time interval from t-15 seconds to t is taken, 
also called one batch b: 
 

𝑠𝑡𝑑 𝑅𝑀𝑥,𝑡 =
√(∑ (

𝐶𝑥,𝑏
𝐶0,𝑏

𝑡
𝑏=𝑡−15 −𝑀𝑥)²)

14
=  

√(∑ (
𝐶𝑥,𝑏
𝐶0,𝑏

𝑡
𝑏=𝑡−15 −(

∑
𝐶𝑥,𝑏
𝐶0,𝑏

𝑡
𝑏=𝑡−15

15
))²)

14
  

 

 
 
 

(7) 

Mx is here the mean over the considered 15 s time period of the prompt correlator normalized correlator value x: 

𝑀𝑥 =  
∑

𝐶𝑥,𝑏
𝐶0,𝑏

𝑡
𝑏=𝑡−15

15
    

 

 

(8) 

 
Note that the standard deviation is defined as the square root of the mean quadratic deviations of the mean.  
In each measurement batch of 15 seconds, the average C/N0 from this measurement time span is taken and the noise only 
threshold for this C/N0 value is taken to compare the measurement MS with the noise only threshold NT. 
If the TFM is then >0, a so called multipath/spoofing flag goes on for this satellite and TFM is set to 1. All satellites were 
compared and if TFM is changing to 1 for all satellites at the same time, a spoofing alert is written out. The metric is 
recommended to use only in open sky conditions and not under heavy multipath influence like in the forest. In a rural area 
between houses, we think the metrics can still be used, if at least a partly open sky condition is present.  
 
       II.4 The signal generator LOKI-Spoofer and the measurement setup 
 
With the LOKI spoofer (Figure 3 right) position and time spoofing attacks can be performed. It has the ability to spoof in real 
time, which means, that the faked signal can be aligned in code phase, Doppler and navigation message content to the genuine 
signal. In an interactive mode new spoofed positions can be added to the spoofed trajectory even if the spoofing scenario 
already runs. In Figure 3 a brief overview of the LOKI spoofer components are given. The internal IFEN SX3 GNSS receiver 
tracks the Live-GNSS signal and steers the USRP which in turn delivers a stable carrier frequency. The SX3 performs also the 
code phase and Doppler measurements which are needed for the generation of the spoofing signal. The navigation message of 
the spoofing signal is built by extracting the navigation message content of the real signal. The spoofing signal is generated via 
software in the notebook by estimating the code phase and Doppler at the target position. Therefore the target coordinates have 
to be known and they have to be set in the LOKI spoofer in advance. An external notebook controls the SX3 and the USRP. 
By using the notebook, different spoofing trajectories can be defined and loaded into the LOKI. This can be done either in 
advance of the attack by defining different waypoints in a chronological manner or interactively during spoofing. The USRP 
up-converts the spoofing signal to the L1 frequency which then can be transmitted to the target receiver by using a directional 
spoofing antenna. For over the air spoofing tests it is important to have a good isolation between the transmitted spoofing signal 
and the received genuine signal to avoid the feedback of the spoofing signal into the reception path. 
 



 
 

 
Figure 3: Left: Internal structure of the LOKI spoofer, right: LOKI spoofer (box) with notebook 

The LOKI-Spoofer is able to generate Galileo E1 B/C and GPS L1 C/A signals from currently visible satellites with either 
2.5 or 5 MHz sample bandwidth (2.5 MHz used in our setup). In Figure 4 we see the measurement setup for the LOKI 
spoofer experiment. A second frontend (IFEN SX3) was installed to track the spoofing signal only. There is also a jammer 
installed in the LOKI spoofer, which we did not use in this work. 
 

 
Figure 4: Measurement setup of the LOKI spoofer over the cable experiment. In order that the spoofing signal is higher than the authentic 
signal, gain and additional attenuators can be changed.  

The spoofing signal and the real signal were fed to the target receiver by using a Radio Frequency (RF) combiner. The genuine 
signal from the institute’s roof top antenna was split to have a reference signal for LOKI’s internal SX3 receiver. The spoofer 
is able to adapt the RF output gain. It is important to find a suitable setting for the RF gain so that the spoofed signal has a 
slightly higher power than the true signal. On the one side spoofing with too much power would jam the victim receiver which 
can be easily detected and on the other side spoofing with less power than genuine signal would not affect the receiver’s 
tracking loops. A RF output hardware delay can also be set in the LOKI configuration, which is necessary to account for 
additional signal delays such as propagation delays of RF equipment and cables in the path between RF output and antenna or 
in our case combiner. The minimum step width of the hardware delay setting is 100 ns which limits the accuracy of the code 
phase alignment between counterfeit and real signal. 
 
       II.5 The simulation tool YASST 
 
YASST (Yet Another Signal Simulation Tool) is a MATLAB/CUDA based signal simulation tool. Till now one PRN (Pseudo 
Random Noise) can be simulated for Galileo E1B/C, PRS-Like and GPS L1 C/A and L2. Also potential E1D signals can be 
generated, a BPSK signal with offset to the L1 frequency. First two baseband signal snapshot are generated in MATLAB, one 
for each navigation data symbol 1 and -1. All signals, which shall be generated are then summed up. Then the CUDA-program 
takes the two snapshots and up converts the baseband signal on the carrier (for example L1: 1,575 GHz) and considers the 
navigation message, which is a text file that has to be read in the code. Basically, it combines the snapshots to the full signal 
according to the navigation message information. User dynamic can be added in form of a changing Doppler, the information 
has to be set in the initialization file. The program can generate several file formats: 2, 8 and 16 bit with an intermediate 
frequency. Also another special file format with a repeating I, Q-value combination can be generated, which is needed for using 
a USRP (Universal Software Radio Peripheral) from National Instruments to transmit signals over the air. YASST can generate 
signals with a certain C/N0 value, frequency-filter to simulate front-ends, secondary code, navigation message or ionospheric 



delay. The source code is made in that way, that also other BOC and BPSK signals can be generated with a special initialization 
file.  
There are two modules included, one for performance analysis and the other for spoofing simulation. In the performance 
analysis module waveform, spectrum, cross correlation function, multipath envelope, PLL, DLL and FLL noise can be 
simulated and plotted. Figure 5 shows the used Galileo CBOC waveform, the spectrum of the baseband signal, which was 
generated for the used Galileo E1B signal, a snapshot of the real and absolute CBOC-signal and the PRN code (blue curve). 
 

   
Figure 5: Left: For the YASST spoofing simulation used Galileo E1B CBOC chip shape. Middle: Spectrum of the E1B CBOC baseband 

signal (note the CUDA program later samples this signal with a lower sampling rate of 20 MHz) Right: Signal snapshot of the Galileo E1B 
CBOC signal with PRN code in blue. 

The spoofing module can generate a simulated authentic and a spoofing signal. Also the overlap from both signals to one signal 
can be done. The approach with the two signals can be used for the transmission of a dual-in-and-output USRP for over the air 
experiments. The USRP reads then both signals in and transmits both from two different antennas. The approach with one 
signal, the overlap signal, is used in this paper. This signal can be read in and processed by the MuSNAT receiver directly and 
the spoofing influence can be analyzed. The metric values obtained within the signal processing are written out in a text file. 
Several parameters can be set in the spoofing module: 
 

 Turning spoofing module on and off 
 Start time of spoofing attack 
 File duration 
 Start delay of spoofer 
 Speed of spoofer and authentic signal 
 C/N0 of authentic and spoofing signal each 
 Gain of the spoofer compared to the authentic signal 
 Turning off and on a slowly increase of the power, called ramp 
 Time till the ramp reaches final gain value, called ramp duration 

 
 

III. RESULTS 
 
       III.1 Simulation results 
 
In this result chapter we show the simulation results with the YASST simulation tool. First, a drop of the C/N0 for a Galileo 
E1B CBOC signal was made to illustrate the behavior of the different metrics. The drop simulation is shown in Figure 6. The 
C/N0 drops 8 dB at around 120 s. We see the problem of the high noisy behavior of the Single Sided Ratio-, the Delta- and the 
Double-Delta metric. Also after the C/N0 drop, the noise increases significantly with a clear higher probability of false alarms 
due to the occurring higher values. We can see later, that also spoofing can provoke metric rises, which let the metrics reach 
similar values than in this C/N0 drop series. Therefore we do not recommend these metrics against spoofing, but they could be 
improved by implementing a C/N0 dependent threshold. The MS-metric (Figure 6, lower plot) also increases, which is as 
expected. The TFM-metric, which cancels out C/N0 effects, shows always 0, which means, that no alarm is given. An alarm 
would be the value 1. This demonstrates one of the advantages of the TFM-metric compared to the other investigated metrics. 
Note that in all the plots in this chapter it took around 15 seconds to get a PLL lock in the beginning, therefore the metrics 
partly show outliers in this time span. The TFM was implemented, that it only starts after PLL lock. 



 

  

  

  
Figure 6: Left upper: C/N0 over time, the fall at around 120 s can be seen. Right upper: Single Sided Ratio metric with correlator offset 
0.01023 chip ((3). Left middle: Delta-Metric with correlator offsets 0.01023 chip and -0.01023 chip ((4). Middle right: Double-Delta 

metric with correlator offsets 0.05115 chip, -0.05115 chip, 0.01023 chip, and -0.01023 chip ((5). Left lower: MS metric ((6). Right lower: 
TFM-Metric ((6). 

Similar results were got with a sudden increase of the C/N0 and also for C/N0 oscillations with different oscillation frequencies, 
also for the GPS L1 C/A signal. The TFM always showed no alert, where else the other metrics had a noisy behaviour with 
single big increases of the metric values, also for several other taken correlator values in the whole chip area. 
In Figure 7 the YASST spoofing simulation results are presented for a spoofer start delay of 30 m. This means that the code 
phase distance at the beginning of the attack between spoofer and target is 30 m. No spoofer speed is set here. Till 125 s only 
the authentic Galileo E1B CBOC signal with a C/N0 of 41 dBHz is present. At 125 s the spoofing signal with a C/N0 of around 
47 dBHz is added with a gain of 5 dB. Note that the C/N0 change is only about 1 dB and not 5 dB, which we think is because 
of fading and the fact, that the authentic signal remains as additional noise when the spoofing signal is tracked. The sudden 
code phase jump induced from the tracking switch from the authentic to the spoofing signal let all the metrics rise at 125 s. 
However the TFM shows a longer alert (metric value=1) where else the other metrics only show a very short time metric rise 
followed by a sudden decrease. Due to fading effects from the spoofing with the authentic signal, the C/N0 of the spoofer was 
only around 1 dB stronger, which is due to the relatively low gain of 5 dB. 
 



  

  

  
Figure 7: C/N0, Single Sided Ratio-, Delta-, Double-Delta-, MS- and TFM in a YASST spoofing simulation. The Single-Sided ratio metric 
used the correlator at the chip position 0.1023 chip, the Delta metric used the correlators at +/- 0.1023 chip ((4), the Double-Delta 

metric at +/- 0.1023 chip and +/-0.05115 chip ((5). After 125 s the spoofing starts with a delay of 30 m. The spoofer used a gain of 5 
dB and a C/N0 of 47 dBHz, which was not reached at the attack due to fading effects from the spoofing signal with the authentic signal, 

only around 42.5 dBHz. All metrics detected the attack in this case. 

In Figure 7 a start delay of 30 m was used, which led to massive fluctuations. Start delays of 0 m are very difficult to detect, 
but also very difficult to achieve for the spoofer, since he has to estimate the target position perfectly to match the code and 
carrier phase. When the spoofer increases the distance after the take-over of the control of the target receiver, the spoofer must 
use a different Doppler to achieve that. If the Doppler is too high, a jump in the Doppler occurs and could be detected via 
simple Doppler observation, however a small acceleration can be used to avoid jumps. For low Doppler values, the overlap of 
the spoofing signal with the authentic signal leads to fluctuations of the correlation function due to fading. The TFM can detect 
this behaviour (Figure 8) quite well, the other investigated metrics not. The attack started at 180 s. It took around 40 s, then the 
TFM showed a continuous detection at around 220 s till around 450 s, then the continuity went down. We think, that the reason 
for the 40 s till the TFM rose is that the correlation functions were aligned too much in the beginning and therefore no significant 
fading effects occurred. When time progresses, the correlation functions moved apart and after 40 s the fading effects seemed 
to let the metric rise. At around 480 s the detection went completely off, which is because then no overlap of spoofing and 
authentic CF is present anymore. We found out however, that the TFM can only detect speeds from around 0.01 till 2 m/s. This 
also means when the spoofer uses an accelerated movement instead of a constant speed, these low speeds from 0.01 to 2 m/s 
always occur in the beginning of the acceleration phase. Therefore, accelerated spoofer movements should be detectable. 



However we did not investigate this aspect in this work. So the TFM has a good potential to detect a spoofer with a start delay 
of 0 m, if a spoofer movement follows (which normally happens). All in all, compared to the Single Sided Ratio, Delta and 
Double-Delta metric the TFM seems to be superior because of the ability of the C/N0 cancellation, the possibility of spoofing 
detection with no delay and spoofer movement detection for slow movements. 
 

  

  
Figure 8: The metrics Single-Sided ratio, Delta, Double-Delta and TFM with the same correlator settings than in Figure 7 for a spoofing 

attack with a start delay of 0 m and a constant speed of 1 m/s, initialized at t=180 s. The authentic signal had a C/N0 of 43 dBHz, the 
spoofing signal 48 dBHz. The spoofer used a gain of 5 dB in this case. 

       III.2 TFM results for real signals without spoofing 
 
In Figure 9 the TFM is shown for real Galileo E1B satellite signals without spoofing, taken with a roof antenna at our institute. 
Several PRN’s are plotted. If the bar’s get the value 1, multipath is present, if 0 no multipath is present. Three satellite signals 
showed no multipath at all, two showed very few multipath and two showed a strong multipath occurrence (lower elevation 
angles). The spoofing alert (last plot) was always 0, which means, that no spoofing was present. The spoofing alert would go 
on, when all satellites have a TFM value changing from 0 to 1 at the same time. We analyzed several open sky data sets, where 
the spoofing alert was always 0, which shows the reliability of the TFM in open sky conditions. Note, that also GPS L1 C/A 
satellites were taken into account, therefore the number of satellites is on average much higher than 10, around 15 at our 
measurement site.  
The metric however could fail against spoofer, which send all the signals each with a certain different delay or with multiple 
antennas, so that the signals reach the target at a different time. But it is not clear, if then the spoofing would be successful. 
This sort of attack is also much harder to realize and much more expensive, if many antennas would be used. 



  

  

  

  
 

Figure 9: TFM for real satellite signals (here Galileo E1B) for several PRN’s without spoofing. The signals were taken with a roof 
antenna, showing multipath, when the bar’s get values of 1. 2 satellites show strong multipath, 3 no multipath and 2 few multipath. The 

overall spoofing alert was absent. 

Since signals with lower C/N0 values than 40 dBHz in general tend to have lots of multipath, one could also use only signals 
with C/N0 values for example over 40 dBHz for spoofing detection to reduce the calculation time, maybe even over 45 dBHz 
if enough satellites can be tracked at the measurement site.  
 



      III.3 Signal generator attack results 
 
The spoofer has to solve two major problems when spoofing real satellites. First, he has to set the gain in that way, that when 
his spoofing signal reaches the receiver, the power is higher than the authentic signal. We found out, that when the power is 
too high, the tracking often gets interrupted. This has to be avoided, since interruptions for all satellites for a static open sky 
scenario normally do not occur and are therefore noticeable. When the power is too low, the spoofing signal will not be tracked. 
The spoofer has to estimate the free space loss when transmitting over the air in order to get the right power.  
A second point is the C/N0. If the C/N0 of the spoofer is similar than the C/N0 of the authentic signal, we found out that fading 
effects occur more often, which can lead to tracking loss or a not successful spoofing. Therefore the spoofer must have a slightly 
higher C/N0 value of 2-5 dB in order to get control of the receiver. Also the free space loss has to be estimated when transmitting 
over the air.  
The LOKI spoofer has a delay (spoofing to authentic signal) setting, which however can only be set in 100 ns (30 m) steps. 
Therefore, it is not possible to set a continuous delay. This would be possible with an additional delay element. The smallest 
delay we could achieve with our specific cable setup, was around 15 m, which we found out in the CMC parameter in post-
processing, which showed a jump of 15 m. In Figure 10, we see the metric results for the 15 m delay, a gain of 3 dB and a 3 
dB higher C/N0 for the authentic+spoofing signal compared to the authentic signal before the attack. The spoofing attack started 
at around 160 s. At around 220 s, the spoofer increased the delay with an acceleration of 0.1 m/s². Only the TFM and the Single 
Sided Ratio metric could significantly increase when the spoofing attack started in contrary to the Delta and Double-Delta 
metric, which showed a not so significant deviation at 160 s (also very noisy). At around 160 s, the TFM of all satellites (GPS 
L1 CA and Galileo E1B) switched from 0 to 1, which gave a spoofing alert in our receiver. Further experiments have to be 
made to confirm this behavior for other settings, for example other delays, gains etc. Also, further research has to be done to 
find out, why the delta and double delta metric could detect the attack in simulations, but not in the real attack over cable. 
The initial position could be shifted away with the IFEN SX3, which shows that the spoofing worked. We also tested the 
spoofing attack with the U-Blox M8T and Septentrio PolaRx5TR with a spoofer gain of around 3 dB, also here both receivers 
could be spoofed (Figure 11 and Figure 12) and there was no spoofing alert in the U-Blox GUI of the software U-Blox center. 
Noticeable was, that the Septentrio could be spoofed with RAIM on and off, in both cases the position could be shifted away. 
However with RAIM on, there occurred some PVT losses during the attack because of the deteriorated pseudorange accuracy 
due to the overlap of spoofing and authentic signal. Also at this point it should be mentioned, that there were no obvious 
significant position or time jumps, which often occur for example for the Record and Replay attack. Also other parameters like 
the Code Minus Carrier or the Doppler showed no obvious jump behavior. 
 
 

  

  
Figure 10: LOKI over the cable result for the Single Sided Ratio-, Delta-, Double-Delta- and TFM for Galileo E1B PRN 27. The spoofing 
attack started at around 160 s. The spoofer power gain was around 3 dB and the C/N0 was adjusted, that the combination of spoofing and 

authentic signal has a 3 dB higher C/N0 than the authentic signal. 



 

 
Figure 11: Relative ENU (East, North and Up) coordinates for the spoofing experiment with the Septentrio PolaRx5TR (RAIM off). The 
first red line indicates the spoofing start, the second one the start of the spoofer acceleration of 1 m/s². All position components showed the 
shifting. 

 



 
Figure 12: ECEF coordinate components X,Y and Z for the spoofing experiment with the U-Blox M8T. The first red line indicates the 
spoofing start, the second one the start of the spoofer acceleration of 1 m/s². All position components showed the shifting. 

 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 

 
We compared different SQM metrics in simulations and over the cable experiment. We found out in simulations, that the Single 
Sided Ratio, the Delta and the Double-Delta metric can give false alarms when the C/N0 is changing immediately, which can 
happen due to shading or strong multipath. The self-designed TFM turned out to be robust against C/N0 changing. In the 
simulations, the TFM could also detect 0 m delay attacks, when the spoofer increases the distance with a small speed, whereas 
the other metrics could not detect the attack, however this has to be further analyzed with further experiments. In the real attack 
over cable, the TFM could detect the attack for all satellites at the same time, also the Single-Sided ratio could detect the attack. 
The Delta and Double-Delta metric did not show a clear significant deviation when the attack started. At this point, we conclude 
that the TFM lead to a good detection performance against spoofing, and it has also a reduced false alarm rate compared to the 
other investigated metrics. The LOKI spoofer could shift the position away from the initial position for several receivers (IFEN 
SX3, U-Blox M8T and Septentrio PolaRx5TR). A weakness however is the delay setting, which can only be set in 100 ns steps. 
Further experiments with different spoofer settings will follow, also with other spoofing devices.  
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